
 
 

‘Future Epic Trance For Serum’ by Elevated Trance features 128 x Trance Serum Presets, FL Studio 
Demo Templates, Demo MIDI Multitracks with Stems, Samples, and Presets Used. 

 
This sound set is full of top-quality Trance sounds for your current or next Trance projects, 
containing Acids, Drives, FX, Leads, Mid Basses, Pads, Plucks, Sub Basses, and Sub Pads to bring your 
tracks bang up-to-date, we have also included the demos as MIDI multi-tracks with presets used for 
each demo, samples and stems just import into your DAW if you don’t own FL STUDIO, a MIDI 
multi-track is one MIDI file which when imported loads all MIDI channels needed for that demo.  
 
Epic trance, also known as uplifting or anthem trance, is a subgenre of trance music that emerged in 
the late 1990s. It's characterized by euphoric melodies, profound synthetic strings, and captivating 
atmospheres, often boasting a tempo between 135-150 beats per minute. The music's structure 
builds steadily, creating an emotional journey that culminates in a rousing, energetic climax. 
 
The journey typically starts with a slow, atmospheric introduction, gradually progressing into a 
powerful driving beat. Then comes the breakdown, which often features melodic themes or dreamy 
vocal elements, providing an introspective pause in the otherwise high-energy progression. The 
climax, or "drop", features the melody at its most powerful, often backed by soaring synths, creating 
a moment of intense emotional release. 
 
Epic Trance is popular in nightclubs, music festivals, and has also found a home on online music 
platforms. Major figures in the genre include Armin van Buuren, Paul van Dyk, and Above & Beyond, 
all of whom have contributed to the genre's global popularity and evolution. 



 
What Is In The Pack 
128 x Serum Presets. 
5 x FL Studio Demo Templates. (52 Total x Wav & FL Studio Files Needed To Open The Templates). 
5 x Multitrack Demo MIDIs with Samples, Presets Used & Stems (86 x Wav Stems & 51 x Wav 
Samples).  
Mixdown Of Demo. 
100% Royalty-Free. 
 
Patches Broken Down 
17 x Acids 
17 x Drives 
17 x Leads 
17 x Mid Basses 
14 x Pads 
18 x Plucks 
17 x Sub Basses 
5 x FX 
6 x Sub Pads 
 
Please Use Serum Version 1.36b3 Or Higher. You Will Need FL Studio 21.0.3 Or Higher to Open the 
Templates and 3rd Party Plugin Nicky Romero Kickstart 1.0.9 although not essential can be replaced 

by your own method, all other plugins used are FL Studio’s own plugins.  


